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What day is it? What week are we up to? We’ve been in
lockdown for 6 weeks and online learning for 4 and the
repetitive nature of each day can be a comfort or a
tedium. The Olympics have been a wonderful distraction
and we’ve witnessed exciting results as Australia has its
best Olympics since 1956 in Melbourne. Despite the
postponement last year, due to the COVID pandemic,
the athletes sustained their training, persevered and
kept their focus on their goals and dreams. We’ve heard
numerous stories of athletes from all over the world
overcoming significant hardships to make it to the
games in Tokyo including our own Peter Bol who came
fourth in the 800m final. The dedication from the
Olympic Games organisers to run the event so
successfully is admirable.

Likewise here in Sydney, the Departments of Education
and Health are advising on how we manage schools
during lockdown and especially support our Year 12
students who are in the middle of their final term of
secondary education. We continue to follow the best
guidance and advice of the Federal and State
Governments, NSW Health, and other agencies, in order
to make good decisions about the way we provide
teaching, learning and care, for all our students and
staff.
I am so grateful to our teachers and support staff who
have worked tirelessly to produce valid, creative and
engaging work for your children. We understand that
parents are also juggling supervision of their children,
work and home commitments and want to reassure you
that while the online learning cannot truly replicate the

authentic experience of face-to-face classroom learning
the range of activities and experiences being provided
to students is still allowing them to participate in
meaningful work and continue to make progress. I have
asked each staff member to be flexible, adaptable,
patient and tolerant and I believe this same attitude
needs to permeate our College, students and families
alike. We are working in partnership together and are
determined to deliver an outstanding education even in
the most trying of circumstances.
At the end of next week, Friday 13 August, I am
suggesting we all take an “Early Mark” from 1pm so that
everyone can have a midterm wellbeing break. My
suggestion to staff to take a break from their screen
includes:
•

Practice Meditation/Mindfulness routine

•

Do a devotion/bible reading

•

Take a walk/exercise/yoga

•

Play some music

•

Have a bubble bath

•

Do a craft/hobby/jigsaw

•

Make/Bake a treat

•

Just relax with a hot/cold beverage

What could your family do with your ‘Early Mark’?
We continue to pray that the community transmission of
COVID will reduce, that the vaccination program will get
greater coverage and that the stay at home restrictions
will be relieved as soon as possible. But until that time,
may the constant love of God and the peace He brings
sustain and encourage you throughout this lockdown
period.
Please enjoy reading the rest of this newsletter as you
learn more about what has been happening in ‘the Life’ of
our College in recent weeks.

Mrs Naomi Wilkins
Principal

organise something in that moment. It could be a call
with a friend, an hour to read your favourite book, a
walk with your kids, whatever gives you a sense of
anticipation. Scheduling something you’re looking
forward to the next day is really important because
optimism is a big part of being happy.

As we move into another four weeks of online learning, I
want to continue to encourage Junior School families on the
amazing job they are doing with children at home. It is a
period of re-adjustment for all of us. We are readjusting our
plans, our expectations, our daily routines. Some of these
adjustments are easy and others we find more difficult.

3.

Limit TV news: It’s an incredibly negative, demoralising
place to be right now, the news. I’m not saying switch
off completely. But maybe you need to know how many
cases are out that day, maybe you need to know what
the restrictions are, and that’s it – then turn it off.

4.

Be selective about who you follow on social media:
It’s little wonder that the average time people spend on
social media climbed to record levels in 2020. We’ve
been seeking connection (and distraction) like never
before. So as long as we are going to find ourselves
stuck passively scrolling our feeds, we may as well
curate them to our benefit. That means unfollowing
any people or pages that bring out negative emotions.

5.

Do something that is good for you: This is not another
recommendation to try baking your own sourdough
bread (although go wild if that’s your thing). It’s about
steering your life in a positive direction. Have
something to look back on and say ‘If it wasn’t for
COVID, I wouldn’t have done this. And it’s a really good
thing’. It could be taking half an hour to yourself at
night to do something beneficial for your physical
health, your mental health or your spiritual health. In a
year’s time when you look back on this time in your life,
have something where you go ‘That bit – not the whole
thing- but that little bit there, that was good for me.’

I wanted to share something I read last week that I have
found helpful for my own family, written by Hugh van
Cuylenburg (co-founder of The Resilience Project), after his
experience of the numerous Melbourne lockdowns. He
makes a few interesting points:
1.

Swap expectations for hope: When the future is
unpredictable, having plans can become a source of
anxiety and stress. You cannot really have expectations
on anything – you can hope to do things. It’s kind of like
becoming a parent for the first time, you can hope to
do things, but the second you expect them to happen,
you are going to be disappointed.

2.

Create things to look forward to: One of the important
things you need to do right now if you are in lockdown
is to plan something. When you go to bed at night,
think to yourself, ‘What am I looking forward to most
tomorrow?’ And if you can’t think of anything, then

I have found these words from Hugh van Cuylenburg helpful
as I help my family navigate the changes that lockdown
brings, and I hope that you find them helpful as well. If you
are concerned about your child’s wellbeing or learning, or
you need support as a family, please reach out to your
child’s teacher, Mr Przydacz or myself.
Even youths grow tired and weary, and young men stumble
and fall; but those who hope in the Lord will renew their
strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run
and not grow weary, they will walk and not be faint.
Isaiah 40:30-31

Mrs Jenny Squire
Deputy Principal Head of Junior School

Learning Support
Summer or winter? Tomato sauce or BBQ sauce? Football or
cricket? Each of us has our own like and dislikes, things we
prefer over others, preferred ways of getting things done.

Each of us has a preference for learning also. During this time
when many of us are working from home and learning online,
consider what your child’s learning preferences are. At home
or at school? Standing or sitting? Music or no music? Inside or
outside? Early morning, afternoon or evening?
Each of these choices can help or hinder our working and
learning and tuning into these contribute to setting us up for
success. Being aware of these preferences can impact the
way we engage with the learning we are required to do.
Perhaps your child prefers to lay on his or her tummy on the
floor to watch an instructional video. Maybe your child works
more efficiently with earphones in playing his or her favourite
music. Perhaps setting a timer for a set period of time
encourages your child to focus more intently.

What is it that helps you to learn?
During this time of significant change in how we are working
and learning, take time to reflect and consider the impact
utilising preferences can have on your child as they

participate in online learning. Recognise the struggle that
many will face in not learning in a social environment or
relish the opportunity your child has to work independently
if they prefer to be more self-directed in their learning. Take
a break when feeling overwhelmed and power on when
motivation is high.
I recently had the joy be a part of the 2021 Australian
Inclusive Schooling Conference and was encouraged to
consider just how diverse we are as humans.
In Psalm 139:14 the psalmist proclaims “ I praise
you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made “. Our
incredible God has created each of us as unique beings and
unique learners. While many things are out of our control at
this time, let’s consider what we can control. Consider your
own likes and dislikes and those of the people in your
household.
Take a moment to find out what your learning style is with
this quiz:
https://www.how-to-study.com/learning-style-assessment/

Ms Humphreys
Head of Learning Support P-12

Year 1
Year One have had an amazing time engaging in many
interesting activities during the last few weeks of online
learning. We have been so proud of the incredible effort
that our students have been putting into their tasks and
know that wouldn’t be possible without the guidance of
parents, grandparents, siblings and all who are helping
out behind the scenes. Thank you!

In the spirit of the Olympics, Year One have also been taking
part in ‘The Potato Olympics’ to learn more about some of
the nations, events and mathematics involved in the games.
We created our own potato athletes and assigned them a
nation to compete for. Students have been using these
athletes to compete in a number of events and develop
their measurement skills to determine the winner.

We have been encouraged to take time away from
screens and enjoy some of the beautiful sunshine we have
been blessed with by creating artworks inspired by the
nature around us. Look at some of these incredible
masterpieces by our marvellous Year Ones!

We continue to look forward to seeing the smiling faces of
all of our students on Zoom each morning and would once
again like to thank all parents and carers for their ongoing
support during this time.
Mrs McGarry, Mrs Taj, Mrs Trotman and Mrs Hills

Year 5
Year 5 are definitely getting into the groove of online
learning! During English we are busy reading about a
brave group of children who escaped Poland during
World War 2 in our awesome novel, The Silver Sword.
We are also soaring through amazing aspects of space
as we study our solar system, our planets and all the
discoveries scientists have made about space over many
hundreds and thousands of years. Art is following a
space theme this term as well. Year 5 are learning so
many things not just about our world and history but
also about ourselves.
Some things are definitely challenging for Year 5 during
online learning:
•

We’re missing our friends.

•

We’re missing our teachers.

•

We can’t go to our usual sport and music
activities.

•

We have to be able to use our computers for
most of our learning.

•

However, Year 5 are looking for the positives and building
learning power during online learning:
•

We are developing new skills with technology for
learning.

•

We are able to enjoy time outside in God’s beautiful
creation exercising.

•

We have more time to spend with our families.

•

We are learning to appreciate every little way we
can communicate with friends.

•

We can have fun times together on Zoom – bring
your Pet to Zoom or Olympic themed dress ups

•

We can take extra time and care to complete
activities we’re really interested in.

•

We are becoming independent and courageous
learners.

God reminds us: I can do all things through Christ who
gives me strength. Philippians 4:13

Mrs Snelson, Mr Mitas and Mr Chapman

It’s not so easy to chat about things we’re
puzzled and learning about in our classrooms.

5W got into the Olympic spirit for Zoom –
fist pumping each other across the screens!

One week we brought our real or pretend
pets to zoom

It’s Groundhog Day!
One of my favourite
movies is Groundhog
Day, starring Bill
Murray. It seems like
this movie is a little too
close to home at the
moment, but the
reason I love it so much is the deeper insight it has to the
human condition. Furthermore, it gives us some hope in how
to live productively in lockdown, when it seems like we are
going through the motions and motivation begins to wane.
If you haven’t seen the film before, Bill Murray plays a
somewhat obnoxious and egotistical news reporter, Phil
Conners, who ends up waking up in the same day, over and
over again. As the film progresses, he begins to work out
ways this repetitive life cycle can be of benefit. He steals with
no consequence, eats copious amounts of junk food without
getting fat, and weasel’s his way into the heart of one of his
co-workers by gradually finding out more and more about her
each day. But it doesn’t lead to happiness, and he eventually
ends up depressed, tries myriad ways to end his life, only to
find himself waking up again and again in the same
‘Groundhog Day’.
Then something happens. He starts to see people in need and
begins to help them. Eventually each day he ends up with a
long list of appointments he must meet, to help or save
others from death or danger. From catching a boy falling out
of a tree, to saving an old lady from being hit by a car, he
must meet these challenges every repeated day, so no one
gets hurt. He begins to have a sense of responsibility and
purpose in his life. He takes his eyes off himself and focusses
on others.

I won’t spoil the ending for you, but I can give you a little
taste of the movie here. Suffice to say it is hilarious, but on
another level, says a lot about how we can frame our
current situation and turn it into a positive, by looking to the
needs of others and making a difference for them.
There is understandably lots of worry, anxiety, and stress in
our school community at the moment. Our best defence is
to go on the offence and actually ‘be’ a community. Looking
out for each other, helping where we can, calling to check in
on a friend, or sending an appreciative email to a colleague
or teacher. These little things can help us get through the
hard times.
I am grateful for the way in which our staff and students are
working together in online learning and we will continue to
do our best to prioritise our students wellbeing and learning
over the coming weeks. If you or your child are struggling,
we are here as a school community to help in any way we
can, so please reach out. As corny as it sounds, (thanks to
High School Musical) we are all in this together.

Matthew 11:28-30 “Come to me, all you who are weary and
burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you
and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and
you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my
burden is light.”

Mr Michael Newton
Deputy Principal Head of Senior School

Science Matters
Year 7 Science:
Being a MODEL scientist!
I’m sure all of us have looked up at the sky in awe and
wonder…. At the vastness of the universe and the huge
balls of gas that burn light years away! It’s hard to
comprehend the sheer size of the universe and the
amazing things in it.
During Term 3, students in Year 7 will be exploring the
universe: from the edges of the Solar System to the core
of the Earth. Through Canvas lessons and zooms,
teachers will be guiding students through learning
experiences that will lead them to an understanding that:


Scientific evidence and cultural beliefs may change
understanding about the Earth and Solar System.



Having awe and wonder and being curious about
the world has led to new discoveries.



Scientists use models to help people understand
complicated ideas, concepts, and phenomena.

At home during lockdown, our Year 7 Scientists have
created models using items from around the house. They
have modelled the seasons, eclipses, night and day, and the
phases of the moon.
The moon landing was truly awe-inspiring, and a unifying
moment in history. People from all around the globe
stopped to watch this wonderful event. Below are some
pictures of creative and fun models that some of our
students made of the moon landing on 20th July, 1969.
Mrs Thorson

The Phenomena that is PDHPE
Year 8 Online Learning - PDHPE
Online learning hasn’t stopped Year 8 PDHPE! All 3 classes
have been busy engaging with their new unit about taking
risks.
Through Zoom discussions and interactive online activities,
students have been able to develop their understanding of
risk-taking behaviours.
Practical lessons have been encouraging students to get
outside and to get active! 8R was even lucky enough to
have a live Core workout run by Mr Miller via Zoom!

Year 11 Online Learning – PDHPE
Year 11 PDHPE completed an assessment task online for
Term 3 – this is not the way that students had planned to
complete this task, however, they were exceptionally
resilient and brave in completing a modified online learning
task.
Students recorded the different fitness tests, uploaded
them to OneDrive and completed some questions on their
data and course content. Well done for being adaptable,
flexible and willing to ‘go with the flow’ in this
unpredictable and uncertain time!

Year 11 are investigating a unit on fitness choices. One of
the questions that they need to address in this unit is ‘What
are the ways that people choose to exercise for fitness?’
In this question, students investigate individual fitness
activities and group fitness activities. On Tuesday and
Wednesday, students participated in an individual activity.
Most students went out walking or running, but we did
have some participate in Javelin, Yoga, Pilates. One of the
common themes from their discussion was that it was a
good time to get away from their screen, take time out for
themselves and just enjoy their surrounds.
During our Thursday zoom, we participated in a class cardio
aerobics fitness activity. This was a bit strange over zoom,
but it was still great to be able to be active as a class and to
discuss the motivations and enjoyment that people
experience from doing fitness activities together.

Year 12 Online Learning – PDHPE
What a way to finish of your schooling – completing online
learning but Year 12 PDHPE have been working
exceptionally hard at home and are looking forward to
their trials in a few weeks’ time (I hope).

As Year 12 begin to finish up their content and prepare for
their Trial examinations, it is vital for them to continue
doing practise questions to refine their examination
writing skills.

One of the things that we have been doing is looking at
planning a training year – what are the different training
cycles that coaches and athletes employ to reach peak
performance before a big competition.

One of the ways that they have been practising is doing
timed questions during our zoom lessons. One of their
practise questions was a 12 mark improving performance.

This has linked in brilliantly with the Olympics! One of the
Online activities that students have completed, is designing
a training year (periodisation plan) for a sport of their
choice.
Here is some of their outstanding work:

Students then submitted their work online and used peer
reviews through Canvas to also comment on other
students work – this is an excellent tool to assist students
in developing their writing and examination techniques.
Mrs Clisdell

Design and Technology
Craftsmanship in Food Technology
Holly Hanna became ‘Chef De Partie’ last week and chose
to create some carrot cupcakes for her dog.

Food Technology
Our Food Technology students became masters of the
kitchen this past week as they joined in on Zoom practical
classes to make Gozleme. We learned that with staple
ingredients and a few extras, something delicious can be
created.
Everyone had the same base recipe of Gozleme dough,
then we raided our kitchens to see what we could fill
them with.
A few of the combinations that the students created were
ham and cheese, Nutella and marshmallows, za’atar and
cheese, spinach and feta and apple and cinnamon.
You might like to try to make it yourself sometime.
Mrs Watson

The English Chronicle
Chief Editor: W. Shakespeare

Date: Very Ye Olde

Breaking News!
‘The voice of the
people’: Year 10 are
studying Bruce Dawe!
Sub-Editor: Squire J. Little
Sketch artist: Lady M. Manthos

Year 10 have been immersed in the world of verse
through their study of Shakespeare’s Macbeth and
more recently commencing a close study on the
poetry of Australian composer, Bruce Dawe. In this
unit, students will be studying a selection of Dawe’s
poems that present different life experiences,
including Homecoming, Enter Without so Much as
Knocking and Drifters.
Throughout their online lessons, students have
travelled back to the anti-Vietnam war movement of
the late 1960s to investigate how Dawe’s context
shaped his writing. Our Zoom lessons have been great
opportunities for students to collaborate with one
another through annotating poems, brainstorming
ideas on virtual whiteboards and hearing each other’s
interpretations of Dawe’s powerful imagery. It has
been wonderful to see students making insightful
connections between their studies in history and
applying it to literature.

Apothecary to fix your scabs and sores.: C. McLaren (very discrete)
Paper girl: J. Soane (toss her a coin ... no buttons please)

Duke of Edinburgh Spotlight
Duke of Ed Spotlight
It has been very encouraging
to see students coming up
with a range of COVD-safe
activities or alternatives to
their usual activities in order
to continue working towards
their Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award in this time. The types
of activities, physical
recreation, skill and service,
are all excellent options for
students to be focussing on
their wellbeing while at home and assists students with
maintaining a healthy balance between schoolwork and
other activities that stimulate the brain and/or may be
restful.
This week’s spotlight is on Victoria Lloret in Year 10, who
began her Bronze last year and is almost finished. This
means Victoria has now been through both lockdowns
while working through her Duke of Ed and she has
demonstrated great flexibility and perseverance to
continue in the face of challenging circumstances.
Here are some of Victoria’s thoughts on doing the Duke of
Ed:
1.

What inspired you to choose to take on the
challenge of the Duke of Ed?

The challenges, fun memories that you can make, and the
adventures and new places that we go to inspired me to
take on the journey of starting Duke of Ed.

2.

What activities did you choose for each section
(Physical Rec, Skill, Service) and what do you enjoy
most about them? How have you adapted any of
them to COVID times?

For my physical rec I chose my martial arts, for my skill I
chose making and decorating cakes and trying to perfect it
each time, and for my service I did helping in the kid's
rooms in my church as a kid's room leader/helper. I have
adapted this to COVID times by doing my karate classes
online, my cake making and decorating still at home.
The one thing I really enjoyed from each activity, for
physical rec, is being able to stay active in a way that I like
to and am used to, to try and reach my goal. For my skill I
enjoy being able to make and decorate different cakes
each week, and something I’ve learnt from it is how
different and unique each cake can be by making them in
a different way each week, and what I enjoyed for my
service is, being able to be with the kids and helping out.
3.

What was your favourite part of doing the Hike
component of Duke of Ed?

My favourite part of the Duke of Ed hike was probably the
teamwork required to know where we are going and the
fun times and talks, we would have on the way to our
destination.
4.

What benefit have you found to doing Duke of Ed?

A benefit I have found in doing Duke of Ed is having more
of a skill that I have tried to get better at each time in and
pushing myself to do a good job of it.

Early Admission to the Academy of Interactive
Entertainment
We would like to extend our
congratulations to Calvin Chohaili
who is currently in our Year 12
cohort. Calvin has accepted an
early offer to the Academy of
Interactive Entertainment and will
be commencing his Advanced
Diploma in Game Design and
Production in February 2022. In this course he will explore
prototyping, creating user interfaces, the psychology of
games and other aspects of game design and production.

Macarthur Legal Centre

Congratulations, Calvin!

A senior solicitors from Macarthur Legal Centre is
delivering a presentation on the Tuesday 10 August
(5:30-7:00pm) which will be streamed live on Facebook.

Virtual Information Sessions - ADF

The solicitor will speak about what it is like being a lawyer,
how to become a lawyer, the university pathways to
getting there and ample questions at the end.

Last term the Australian Defence Force (ADF) held a
presentation for our Years 10-12 students which outlined
various career options and pathways available through
the ADF. This term, they will be hosting a virtual
information session on Tuesday 10 August that will
discuss health career options. To find out more
information or to register please click here.

For more information please visit:
https://www.campbelltown.nsw.gov.au/WhatsOn/
LetsTalkLegalHscLegalStudiesSeminar.

Mrs Mertzanakis and Mrs Chow

SENIOR SCHOOL
SENIOR SCHOOL
Conquer the World Challenge
As Term 3 has started with Online leaning, now is a really
good time to get out and EXERCISE! Please send through
your Conquer the World Challenge KM’s through to your
House Captains!

Carmichael
Alyssa Oudshoorn: aoudshoorn@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
Lewis
Marne Seymour: mseymour@student.opac.nsw.edu.au

Liddell
Jai Cooper: jcooper@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
Wilberforce
Evan Gardner: egardner@student.opac.nsw.edu.au

Olympic Moments – By our Sports Captains
My favourite Olympic Moment from this year’s Olympics
in Tokyo is the moment when the Australian women’s
soccer team, the Matildas, beat Great Britain in the
quarter finals to secure a spot in the semi-finals.
The team were down 2-1 with two minutes remaining,
then Sam Kerr (the Matildas team captain) evened out the
score to 2-2 in the 89th minute. In extra time, the Matildas
were able to gain 2 more goals against Great Britain to
win the match.
This moment is important to me because I am a soccer
player myself and being able to see the women’s team
achieve great things such as the semi-finals, in an
international competition that is globally viewed is
incredible.
Sam Kerr scored 2 out of 4 of the goals and she has always
been one of my role models, so being able to see her
continue to succeed is inspiring. One of the goal scorers
was also Mary Fowler, an 18-year-old, which is close to my
age and just shows that young women have the ability to
reach the Olympics for soccer and this pushes me to work
even harder as well. – Alyssa Oudshoorn

My favourite Olympic moment is definitely when Kaylee
McKeown, a 20-year-old swimmer, won gold and set a
new Olympic record for women’s 100m backstroke.
It is such an inspirational moment since she had lost her
father the year before the race. She absolutely dominated
the women’s swimming and even became a meme as she
swore on camera before she knew that it wasn’t allowed.
Her dedication and resilience throughout her training and
performance at the Olympics further reinstates how hard
work and never giving up can get you anywhere.
She continues to be one of my idols as she pushes her
limits and never gives up. – Marne Seymour

My highlight is from the men’s 10,000-meter final. Patrick
Tiernan, one of Australia’s best long-distance runners was
in the race of his life, he felt amazing.

My highlight from the 2021 Tokyo Olympics was when
Ahmed Hafnaoui, from Tunisia won the 400m freestyle
event at only the age of 18.

In the last 200m Patrick had succumbed to Tokyo’s heat
and trembled to the ground but he kept going, he got back
up, he was driven to finish the race, a few metres later he
collapsed again and most people thought it was over for
him, but he picked himself up and pushed through the
pain to complete his race.

As the slowest qualifier swimming in Lane 8, he produced
a shock victory showing that anyone has the opportunity
to win if they think positively and put in the effort.

Astonishingly he still completed his race in a PB and didn’t
come last. This inspiring race shows us persistence and
demonstrates that we should never give up when things
get hard. – Jai Cooper

Only one other Tunisian swimmer has ever won gold at an
Olympic Games. This win resonates with me as at such a
young age he has been able to accomplish his dream. –
Evan Gardner

South West Sydney Academy of Sports 2021-2022
Triathlon Program
Student in Year 7-12 (born 2004-2009) are invited to
participate in the SWSAS Triathlon Program for 2021-2022.
This includes any quality runners, cyclists or swimmers in
their own right that may like to get into the sport of
triathlon.
If this looks like something that would be of interest to you
please email Mrs Clisdell, rclisdell@opac.nsw.edu.au so she
can send in a nomination on your behalf.

Mrs Clisdell
Head of PDHPE Senior School

As well as reaching out to God and trusting in His protection,
we encourage you to reach out and keep connected.
Please find below a list of services and options which you
might find useful. We are strongly convinced that we need
each other to be stronger together while apart.

Despite our physical distance, our school community
continues to find ways to connect with each other.
Our Senior School Chapel theme this week was Compassion
and a timely reminder of the importance of showing
kindness and grace to others. The students were
encouraged to make a genuine effort to show kindness at
home, do a helpful task (without being nagged!) or even
post a card to someone!
Kindness at a time like this can seem like a real stretch but I
encourage you to make the stretch. As you do, take
comfort in this promise from the Old Testament in
Deuteronomy 31:8,
Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or terrified
because of them, for the LORD your God goes with you; he
will never leave you nor forsake you."

Our Oran Park Anglican College counsellors are trained and
available to consult over Zoom with anyone from our
community. Don’t let yourself get so stretched or
overwhelmed before reaching out or seeking a different
approach.
There are also other many other useful Apps, resources,
webinars and podcasts for families and students.
Ms Kirsten Philips
Director of Wellbeing and
Christian Education
Counselling and Help
counsellor@opac.nsw.edu,au
https://www.lifeline.org.au/
Covid Fatigue and youth mental health issues
https://opac.nsw.schooltv.me/
https://coronavirus.beyondblue.org.au/
Building Kids resilience – free tools to help kids cope with
extra stress
https://coronavirus.beyondblue.org.au/covid-normal/familylife/how-to-support-your-childs-wellbeing-withmindfulness.html

Parents and carers essential guide and toolkit
https://education.nsw.gov.au/parents-and-carers/parentand-carers-toolkit
https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/
learning-from-home/learning-at-home

